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X-ray multiphoton absorption
> XFEL delivers ultraintense and ultrafast x-ray pulses.
> Direct multiphoton absorption cross section is too small.
Doumy et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 083002 (2011).
NATURE | Vol 466 | 1 July 2010

> Sequential multiphoton absorption is dominant.
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Complex inner-shell decay cascade
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Multiphoton absorption after/during decay cascade
§ More than 20 million multiple-hole configurations
§ More than 2 billion x-ray-induced processes
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Challenges for x-ray multiphoton ionization
> No standard quantum chemistry code available
§ tremendously many hole states by x-ray multiphoton ionization
§ highly excited electronic structure / electronic continuum states
§ complex multiphoton multiple ionization dynamics

XATOM
§ Hartree-Fock-Slater method for every single configuration
§ numerical grid method for both bound and continuum states
§ rate-equation model for ionization dynamics
§ Monte Carlo approach to solve a huge set of rate equations
Son, Young & Santra, Phys. Rev. A 83, 033402 (2011).
Jurek, Son, Ziaja & Santra, J. Appl. Cryst. 49, 1048 (2016).
Download executables: http://www.desy.de/~xraypac
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Comparison b/w theory and experiment
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Xe at LCLS
§ 1.5 keV: ~Xe36+
§ 2.0 keV: ~Xe32+
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Sequential multiphoton multiple ionization
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for the lower photon energy of Ne and N2 in a broad wavelength range (including hollow atom crehigh as Xe

Challenges for molecular dynamics at XFEL
> No ab initio theoretical tools available for high x-ray intensity
§ formidable task: e.g. CH3I ~ 200 trillion coupled rate equations
§ highly excited molecular electronic structure
§ coupled ionization and nuclear dynamics in the same time scales

XMOLECULE
§ quantum electrons, classical nuclei
§ efficient electronic structure calculation: core-hole
adapted basis functions calculated by XATOM
§ Monte Carlo on the fly
Hao, Inhester, Hanasaki, Son & Santra, Struc. Dyn. 2, 041707 (2015).
Inhester, Hanasaki, Hao, Son & Santra, Phys. Rev. A 94, 023422 (2016).
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charged higher than Se have lower abundance, since photons

a given time.
domain, such as high-harmonic
generation
and
two indepe
are almost exclusively
absorbed
by the Seas
constituent.
Considering only selenium and carbon ions, the highest
cal photoexciMolecules at low x-ray charge
intensity
state combination observed with statistical signifiuents (5, 6) or
cance is Se9þ þ C3þ . Although proton fragments were
detected as well, we do not use them for the determination
(2, 7) to trigger
of the total charge state of the molecule, because typically
more than one proton is ejected, and the total detection
traced by resoefficiency becomes very low for coincidences of more
pectrometry (7)
than three particles. Therefore, in order to estimate the
total charge, we assume that all hydrogen fragments
6). Because of
are charged, which is well justified for higher charge states
n be efficiently
[19], but might deviate considerably for lower ones. The
deduced total charge for the methylselenol molecule is
dynamics, trigshown in Fig. 1(c) in comparison with the charge state
distribution measured for Kr atom under identical experiptical pulse (8),
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mental
conditions.
Total
charge:of CH
Kr
3SeH vs. molecule.
FIG. 1 (color).
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(c) Sum
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345,
(2014).(16 þ)
and the overall charge state distribution is very similar to
the atomic case. Since the highest charge state produced by
one-photon ionization at this photon energy is Kr7þ [20], a
significant part of the distribution results from multiphoton absorption. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the
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Total charge of molecule is similar to atomic charge.
Heavy atom charges are reduced after charge rearrangement.
Still valid for high x-ray intensity?

Iodomethane at high x-ray intensity
> New experimental setup:
LCLS CXI using nano-focus
➔ new realm of intensity
approaching ~1020 W/cm2

LCLS
experiment

> Selective ionization on heavy atom

Daniel Rolles
at KSU

Artem Rudenko
at KSU

σ(I)~50 kbarn

CH3I @ 8.3 keV

σ(C)~80 barn
σ(H)~8 mbarn

> X-ray multiphoton ionization occurs at high intensity
> Charge imbalance induces charge rearrangement
> Coulomb explosion after/during ionization & charge rearrangement
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Coulomb explosion of iodomethane
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What happened?

CH3I 54+

> Unprecedentedly intense x-rays: approaching 1020 W/cm2
> Dramatic change: >50 electrons ejected after >20 x-rays absorbed
> Ultrafast dynamics: femtosecond time scale
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Comparison of CSD and KER
CSD of I and CH3I
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Rudenko et al., submitted.
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> Capturing ultrafast ionization and fragmentation dynamics
§ CSD (charge-state distribution): direct outcome of ionization dynamics
§ KER (kinetic energy release): molecular information when it breaks
apart, influenced by detailed dynamical behaviors
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molecular charge > ∑(atomic charges): at high x-ray intensity
theoretically anticipated and experimentally confirmed
Rudenko et al., submitted.
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Ionization enhanced by charge rearrangement
low x-ray fluence
(single-photon dominant)

high x-ray fluence
(multiphoton dominant)
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for further ionization on
> ElectronsHfrom light atoms become available
H
heavy
atoms
I
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C
H after charge rearrangement.
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> CREXIM: Charge-Rearrangement-Enhanced X-ray Ionization of Molecules

> Impact on molecular imaging: not reducing partial charges of heavy atoms
due to charge rearrangement, but inducing more ionization overall
Rudenko et al., submitted.
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Summary

XATOM

XMOLECULE

XMDYN (Zoltan Jurek)

> XATOM, XMOLECULE, and XMDYN: enabling tools to investigate x-ray
multiphoton physics of atoms, molecules, and clusters in intense XFEL pulses
> Femtosecond response of CH3I to hard x-rays, recently conducted at LCLS
> Map of electronic and nuclear dynamics by a combined experimental and
theoretical analysis
> Molecular ionization enhancement at high x-ray intensity: CREXIM
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